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President of Microsoft returns to Appleton to deliver talk
Allegra Taylor
News Editor

_____________________________________

people.” Therefore, one of the most
fundamental questions we have to
ask is how these machines will make
these decisions. The answer to this requires an interdisciplinary approach,
Smith said.
In talking about artificial intelligence (AI), Smith explained that AI
is driven entirely by data and in that
way, data has become the oil of the
21st century. “I have never met the
developer of an AI app or system who
says that they have enough data,” said
Smith. “They always want more data.”
This brings up the question of
who is going to benefit from all of the
economic power of data in the coming decades. According to Smith, the
power is likely to be concentrated in
areas like Silicon Valley and parts of
the east coast of China. “That’s not a
future we should get excited about,”
said Smith. “We need to spread the
power of data more broadly.”
In the question and answer portion of the event, an audience mem-

the first step is to get coding and computer science classes into every high
school in the U.S., which is something
Microsoft has been working on with
their program Technology, Education and Literacy in Schools (TEALS),
which is now in 500 high schools
throughout the country.
In an interview with The Lawrentian following the event, Smith
discussed his opinion on the role of
interdisciplinary studies in the future.
“I think the liberal arts are really indispensable to the future of technology,” Smith said. “One thing I always
say is that everybody who’s studying
computer science or data science really needs to take more courses in the
liberal arts. I think everybody in the
liberal arts would benefit by taking a
class in computer science and statistics or data science.”
Smith offered advice to Lawrence
students seeking a career in the
computer sciences or other fields.
“One thing I’ve always found among

of technology or government, but
we are all affected by both. Smith
explained that our current technology
is largely a result of decades of work
by engineers and computer scientists,
but the future of technology will be
much more multidisciplinary.
According to Smith, “All of us who
are alive today are the first generation
of people that are creating machines
with the power to make decisions
that were previously only made by

ber asked Smith his perspective on
how to get underrepresented groups
to be part of the “digital age.”
“What we’re finding in the country
today,” Smith responded, “is that jobs
that require digital skills pay better
than other jobs, and when we look at
the data about who is acquiring these
skills, what you see is that it’s a group
that is more white, more male, more
affluent and more urban than the
nation as a whole.” Smith said that

people who are truly successful is a
huge sense of curiosity,” said Smith.
“People do well when they ask lots
of questions, when they’re interested
in lots of things and when they’re
prepared to start asking questions not
knowing entirely where the answers
may lead. That kind of curiosity
doesn’t end when you graduate from
college, and people should start
pursuing it.
“The second thing I would say is

THIS

WEEK

On Friday, Oct. 18, Microsoft
President Brad Smith returned to his
hometown of Appleton to deliver a
talk on his book “Tools and Weapons: The Promise and the Peril of the
Digital Age.” The event took place in
Stansbury Theatre but was open to
the public. The first half was formatted as an interview between Smith
and Professor of Mathematics Scott
Corry, and in the second half of the
event, the floor was opened up to
audience questions.
Brad Smith has worked at Microsoft since 1993, currently serving as
the president and chief legal officer.
Smith worked on various issues over
his career including immigration, cybersecurity, privacy, ethics, artificial
intelligence and human rights and
has been described by the New York
Times as “a de facto ambassador for
the technology industry at large.”
Preceding the talk was a musical
performance by junior Ben Portzen
and seniors Zoe Markle and Nolan
Ehlers. Smith was introduced by
Dean of the Conservatory Brian Pertl
who spoke briefly of his own time at
Microsoft before coming to Lawrence
and how it is applicable to the kind
of education he seeks to provide to
Lawrentians.
Smith and Corry were welcomed
to the stage with a resounding round
of applause. Corry opened up the interview with a question about Smith’s
experience growing up in Appleton.
Although his family moved around
frequently, Smith said, he has always
considered Appleton his hometown.
“We moved here when I was in
the eighth grade,” Smith said. “The
three years that I spent at Appleton
West really shaped my entire future.”
Smith remarked on the major changes Appleton has undergone in his
time away from the town and added
that he still reads the Post-Crescent a
few times a week. “It’s just so gratifying to see how well things are going,
and it’s good to be back.”
Corry’s questions turned to the
topic of Smith’s book. “The book is
really about the collision between
technology and society,” Smith said.
He added that most of us are not
especially well-educated on the issues

Professor of Mathematics Scott Corry interviewed Microsoft President Brad Smith about the future of technology and the digital age.
Photo by Taylor Blackson
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that people benefit when they have
the courage to push the edges of the
envelope a little bit,” he said. “Don’t
be bashful about pushing to do what
you want to do. Be thoughtful, be

respectful, listen to other people, but
at the end of the day, make sure your
voice is heard too.”

Eighth annual Latin American
and Spanish Film Festival
Alex Freeman
Copy Editor

_____________________________________

The Spanish department hosted
the eighth annual Latin American
and Spanish Film Festival Oct. 16-19,
showing seven of the most popular
Spanish-language films released
within the past year and a half.
Over the course of four days,
seven films were screened from five
different countries: Mexico, Chile,
Argentina, Spain and Colombia. From
the dark comedy “Broken Panties” to
the thriller “The Angel,” a variety of
genres were shown. On the creative
side, the festival was largely organized
by Professor of Spanish Rosa Tapia
and Instructor of Spanish Cecilia
Herrera.
An average of 47 people attended
each film, according to Spanish TA
and festival organizer senior Cristina
Sada Segovia. Of those who attended,
many were Appleton community
members, including many without

A&E
Review: Netflix’s
Big Mouth
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Spanish or Latin American heritage,
Sada Segovia said.
“It’s a very important thing for
a community like Appleton, which
for so long has been pretty isolatedAnglo, like mostly English speakers,”
Sada Segovia said. “But, you know,
there’s a lot of places downtown even
that hire a lot of Spanish speakers
now. And there’s been a lot of immigration that has come up north. So
I think it’s important for the campus
to recognize that it has a huge Latino
presence.”
Most of the films chosen were
those which have recently gone
through the awards cycle and had
already received critical acclaim
internationally. From there, films
were selected with an eye towards
reflecting relevant cultural issues of
today, as shown through the depiction of economic inequality in “The
Chambermaid” and the origins of the

See page 2
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Film Festival

continued from page 1

Colombian drug trade in “Birds of
Passage.”
Following the screening of the
final movie, “Damn Kids,” the audience was invited to stay for a question
and answer session with Gonzalo
Justiniano, the film’s director. Justiniano also attended the reception
held in the Esch Hurvis Room of the
Warch Campus Center after the question and answer session, featuring
performances by student musicians
in a variety of Spanish and Latin
American musical genres, as well as
food and Chilean wine.
The reception also provided an

opportunity for attendees to discuss
and reflect on the seven films shown
throughout the week and ask questions about different cultures, according to Sada Segovia.
“[People were] telling you, ‘Oh, I
love this part of this movie. Is it like
this in your country?’” Sada Segovia
said. “A lot of people here [are afraid]
questions like that are a little insensitive or whatever. But it’s really not,
because I find that a lot of the Latin
American students — international
students — want people to actually
ask questions about our cultures and
to be curious and to not have assumptions without asking. We love to teach
people about our cultures.”

Haunted History
A Brief Presentation and Discussion on
Halloween through the Centuries
An Afternoon Tea for Majors and Minors
in History, as well as any students interested
in the department’s offerings

Wednesday | 30 October | 4:30 p.m. | Main Hall 216
Refreshments will be served
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nterested
in
History?

oin the
history
department
for an
afternoon
of tea
and learn
about the
history of
Halloween!

WelLU hosts annual Wellness Fair

Molly Ruffing
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

In order to educate students
about wellness resources on and off
campus, WelLU hosted a Wellness
Fair on Thursday, Oct. 17. Lawrence
groups and community organizations
offered interactive learning opportunities and prizes from 4 to 8 p.m.
in the Somerset Room of the Warch
Campus Center.
Students were encouraged to visit
each table through the incentive of a
punch card; once a student had filled
their punch card by conversing with
a number of organizations, they were
entered into a raffle for various prizes,
which included a weighted blanket
and a Polaroid camera.
Various on-campus groups were
advertised as wellness resources at
the fair: Wellness Services, the Center
for Spiritual and Religious Life,
Wellness Community Advisors (CAs),
the new Sustainable Menstruation
Program on campus, the Student Alliance Against Sexual Harassment and
Assault (SAASHA), Pet Therapy and
the ilLUstrator.
Wellness Services offered many
promotional items as well as miniature donuts at their table. Amidst
these offerings was also information
about the services offered by Wellness
Services, such as counseling, health
services and wellness and recreation

programs. Free flu shots were also
provided at the Wellness Fair — one
of the most popular offerings at the
event.
The Wellness CAs advertised for
their event, Beyond Sex Ed, which
occurred on Friday, Oct. 18, in each
residence hall. This event aimed to

ness Fair were free or offered student
discounts for Lawrence students.
The Sexual Harassment and
Assault Resources and Education
(SHARE) program hosted a Community Resource Panel in conjunction
with the fair. The panel operated a
conversation in the Nathan Marsh

educate students about different
aspects of sexual health and provided
opportunities to win prizes.
Many off-campus resources were
featured at the Wellness Fair: Harbor
House Domestic Abuse Programs,
Evolve (an outpatient mental health
clinic specializing in eating disorders), the YMCA, Planned Parenthood, Crunch Fitness, Appleton
Sexual Assault Crisis Center, Vida
Health Clinic and the Aids Resource
Center of Wisconsin.
Harbor House advertised its many
programs including its shelter, but
they also wanted to make known how
many volunteering opportunities
were available through their programs. Some of these opportunities
include being a committee member,
volunteering as a donation assistant
or a childcare provider and general
cleaning and maintenance.
Vida Health Clinic advertised
their free and confidential medical
services, including STD testing, ultrasounds and pregnancy tests. The Aids
Resource Center of Wisconsin also
advertised their free services, such as
the free HIV rapid test. Many services
and programs discussed at the Well-

Pusey Room in order to educate
members of the Lawrence community
about the resources available to victims/survivors of sexual violence. It
also discussed the process of reporting sexual violence.
The Community Resource Panel
consisted of five community resources
available to victim/survivors of sexual
violence, including Sergeant Adam
Nagel, Sensitive Crimes Investigator
for the Appleton Police Department;
the Assistant District Attorney for
Outagamie County; Tracy Plamann,
the Community Education Coordinator at Harbor House; the Sexual
Assault Nurse Examiner (SANE)
Program Coordinator for ThedaCare;
and Cathy Kaye, Lawrence’s current
advocate from the Sexual Assault
Resource Center.
Both the Wellness Fair and the
Community Resource Panel emphasized the importance of making students aware of the services and programs available to them. As a whole,
Wellness Services seeks to strengthen
a culture of holistic wellbeing by
offering these services and opportunities to the Lawrence community.

Top: The annual Wellness Fair was held in the Somerset room of Warch. Tables featured a
mixture of staff, student clubs and outside organizations.
Left: Krystal Light, a staff counselor at the Wellness Center, as well as other staff members were present to educate students on the services available to them.
Photos by Allegra Taylor.

Bolivia
Bolivia is seeing mounting anger
in the light of a recent election.
Under the Bolivian electoral system, if the winner is ahead by 10
points under a quick vote count,
they automatically win. If the
margin is less than 10 points, there
is a run-off election in December,
where only the first and second
place candidates compete. In this
election, the incumbent President
Evo Morales, who has been in
power for 13 years, was ahead
by 0.2% 24 hours after the quick
count started. This prompted outrage amongst the supporters of his
biggest rival Carlos Mesa. Mesa
decried the results and his supporters have been burning ballot
boxes in protest of the results. At
the time this article was written, a
total count of the votes was underway with Mesa only about seven
points behind. (BBC)

World
Australia
Qantas Airways recently tested what
may become the world’s longest nonstop commercial flight. Clocking in
at 19 hours and 16 minutes, it took
49 passengers from Sydney to New
York. This is just one of several tests
Qantas is conducting, with one later
this year set to go from Sydney to
London. While record breaking, there
are still some difficulties to overcome.
For example, the cargo and baggage
load was considerably lighter because
when fully weighted, the aircraft does
not have enough fuel to make the
enormous distances. Qantas is set to
decide if they will schedule this type
of route by the end of the year, with
actual flights to start taking place in
2022 or 2023. (BBC)

News

Compiled by McKinley Breen

United Kingdom
The UK is still struggling to deal with
the Brexit deal. After initially agreeing on the Withdrawal Agreement
Bill that Prime Minister Boris
Johnson put forward, the House of
Commons decided to take another
look at it in three days, placing continual uncertainty on the state of
the Brexit deal as a whole. Johnson
agreed to put a “pause” on the deal in
order to speak with other EU leaders.
However, he says he remains firm in
his plan to leave the European Union
by the end of October, with or without a deal. (BBC)

Northern Ireland
Abortion was legalized in Northern
Ireland overnight. The region had
previously had some of the strictest
abortion laws in all of Europe. Any
woman who got an abortion, as well
as the doctor that administered it,
could receive life in prison. This all
changed at the stroke of midnight,
when abortion was decriminalized
and the UK became prepared to pay
for any woman who can’t get one
locally to fly to Britain and receive
one there. In addition to abortion,
same-sex marriage was legalized at
the same time — a historic moment
for what has been an extremely
socially conservative part of Europe.
(CBS)

Chile
The death toll of recent protests
in Chile has risen to 15. The protests started last week after a 4%
increase in subway fares, when
students began to jump turnstiles.
However, this escalated into burning of buses and subways. Police
have turned to using tear gas and
water cannons to break up protestors.Currently, all 16 of Chile’s
regions are now under a form of
martial law, not seen since the last
dictator fell out of power in 1990.
While directly sparked by the price
hike, the protests have far more
to do with the country’s dramatic
wealth inequality, one of the worst
in the region, with some families
getting by on less than $700 per
month. (ABC)
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Athlete of the Week:
Joe Kortenhof
By Kelli Quick
Kelli Quick: You recently received All-Midwest Region honors with an
impressive grade-point average of 3.87. How do you balance your school work
with being a D3 athlete? Do you think being a D3 athlete has helped you be
successful in the classroom? If so, how?
Joe Kortenhof: It’s definitely difficult at times to balance school with athletics. Throughout my time in college, I have learned how to organize my days
so I am not wasting any time that could be spent working or running. Most of
the time this means I spend my Friday evenings working on homework rather than relaxing, because I know my weekends are filled with cross country
meets. While this can be difficult and isn’t always fun, it is all worth it when
I see the results of my hard work. Being a runner has absolutely helped my
success in the classroom. Running has taught me everything I know about
dedication, hard work and consistency, all of which are useful skills that can
be applied to many facets of life.

STANDINGS

KQ: This year you are finally a senior. Looking back at your time here, what
would you say has been your biggest achievement in athletics?
JK: There isn’t really one specific achievement that I can definitively say I
am most proud of. Yes, there are certain races that I performed well at, but I
am prouder of the culmination of all the small successes and victories that I
have experienced. I am proud of how running has shaped me and who I have
become as a result of it.
KQ: Did you always love track and field? What do you love about it and how
did you get into it? Did you play any other sports? If so, why did you choose
to stick with cross country and track?
JK: Since my freshman year in high school, cross country has always been my
favorite sport with track coming in as a close second. As a kid, I played a lot
of different sports, but I found that I was never coordinated enough to kick,
catch or throw a ball properly. I joined cross country in high school because I
wanted to try something new, and I fell in love with it because of my coaches
and the amazing community of runners that I found. Getting used to running
in that first year was a shock to the system, but I learned to love it and now I
can’t live without it. All I need to be able to run is my body. I think that there
is something special about that that other sports simply don’t have.

KQ: What is an inspirational quote that you live by?
JK: “Only the disciplined in life are free.” -Eliud Kipchoge

South Division
Chicago
2-0
Monmouth
1-0
Illinois
1-1
Grinnell
0-0
Cornell
0-1
Knox
0-2

4-2
3-2
4-2
0-3
2-3
2-4

Photo by Caroline Garrow.

KQ: What legacy do you want to leave behind for yourself? How do you want
to be remembered here at Lawrence?
JK: To be honest, I don’t really care if anyone remembers my name. I would
rather that they remember my love for and dedication to running and find
something in their own lives that they are passionate about and can dedicate
themselves to.

“I couldn’t do what I do without my team. Every day they are right there next to me working to
improve themselves and that means the world to me.”
- Joe Kortenhof, '20

Turnovers cost Vikings vs. Macalester

Gannon Flynn
Staff Writer

______________________________________

Trouble continued for the
Vikings this week in the Banta Bowl
where the Macalester Scots came
away with a 16-6 win.
The score did not get away from
Lawrence until the very end of the
fourth quarter, and in most cases,
Lawrence outplayed Macalester.
Offensively, the Vikings averaged 6
yards a play to the Scots’ 4.3 Despite
running 23 fewer offensive plays and
rushing half as many times, junior
Ethan Simmons and senior Wasonu
Allen were much more efficient running the ball with 6.5 yards a carry as
opposed to the opponents’ 2.6.
Several bright spots showed up
against Macalester’s defense as well,
including a 72-yard rush by Simmons
that burned the Scots for a touchdown. Wide receiver sophomore Nick
Pastrone continued his stretch of
great play with two acrobatic catches,
and fellow wide receiver sophomore
Cameron Wicks showed more explosiveness on a deep shot for 31 yards.
Lawrence’s defense was tough
as well, sacking quarterback Michael
Nadeau twice and not allowing a single passing touchdown. In addition,

OVR
5-1
3-2
3-3
1-5
1-5
1-5

WOMEN’S TENNIS
TEAM
MWC
OVR
Grinnell#*
9-0
10-0
Lake Forest*
8-1
11-1
St. Norbert*
7-2
8-4
Lawrence*
6-3
8-6
Cornell
5-4
8-7
Monmouth
4-5
6-8
Illinois
3-6
6-7
Beloit
2-7
3-7
Ripon
1-8
2-10
Knox
0-9
2-11

KQ: What do you hope to accomplish this season before your career as a D3
athlete is up?
JK: My two main goals in the upcoming weeks are to win our Conference
Championships and to qualify for the National Championships at the end of
November. I would be incredibly happy to finish off my collegiate running
career with these two accomplishments.
KQ: What is your advice that you would give to incoming freshman?
JK: My advice to incoming freshman is that hard work always pays off in the
end. It may not be fun in the moment, but once you reach the point that you
have been working towards, it is always worth it.

FOOTBALL
North Division
TEAM
MWC
Lake Forest
2-0
St. Norbert
2-0
Macalester
1-1
Beloit
1-1
Lawrence
0-2
Ripon
0-2

Above: Senior Wasonu Allen breaks away for a big gain.
Below: The Vikings defense recorded two sacks vs. Macalester.
Photos by Sebastian Evans.

the defensive line held up strong,
with junior Juan Rivera and sophomore Steven Snyder forcing two
crucial fumbles to keep the game in
hand.
Despite these successes, however, Lawrence was unable to secure
a win, as Macalester was able to
maintain time of possession (40
minutes to Lawrence’s 21) and grind
out the clock with low-risk plays.
Quarterback junior Billy Wallisch
ended the game with a TD:INT ratio
of 0:4, which broke Lawrence’s back.
In fact, the turnover issue is not a
new issue. Since their contest against
Illinois College on Oct. 5, the Vikings
have thrown more than quadruple
interceptions to touchdowns at 2:9,
with an additional four fumbles in
that span. Lawrence’s offense must
get out of its own way to find more
wins, especially if their defense is
able to keep the score as close as they
have.
The Vikings’ losing streak continues as the team falls to 1-5, and
with a conference record of 0-2,
hopes of a postseason are extremely slim. Despite the tough loss, the
Vikings will travel to De Pere as they
look for a win against St. Norbert’s
Green Knights.

L E T ’ S G O , L AW R E N C E !

# - MWC Season Champion
* - Clinched MWC Tournament Berth

MEN’S SOCCER
TEAM
MWC
Knox
6-1
Lake Forest
5-1
St. Norbert
4-1-1
Lawrence
4-3
Monmouth
3-2-2
Cornell
3-2-2
Illinois
2-5
Beloit
2-5
Grinnell
1-5-1
Ripon
0-5

OVR
11-3-2
7-7-1
11-4-2
8-6-1
8-5-2
5-8-3
6-10-2
4-10-2
5-9-1
1-12-1

WOMEN’S SOCCER
TEAM
MWC
OVR
Knox
6-0-1
11-4-2
Monmouth
5-2
12-3-1
Cornell
4-0-2
11-4-2
Grinnell
3-1-2
6-6-3
Lake Forest
2-2-2
7-5-3
St. Norbert
2-3-1
6-8-1
Lawrence
2-4
9-7
Ripon
1-1-2
3-8-2
Beloit
1-6
2-12
Illinois
0-7
5-11
VOLLEYBALL
TEAM
MWC
Cornell*
7-0
St. Norbert
6-1
Illinois
6-1
Grinnell
5-1
Lake Forest
3-3
Monmouth
2-4
Knox
2-6
Lawrence
2-6
Ripon
1-6
Beloit
0-6

OVR
14-7
20-7
16-6
20-3
10-12
10-12
11-17
6-19
3-19
7-12

* - Clinched MWC Tournament Berth

Standings are courtesy of
www.midwestconference.org
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By Allie

“After”

By Tia Colbert
After the fires burnt out, all that was left
were shells
Whispers of smoke escaped their walls
every once in a while
All day and night, echoes of former life
reverberated
Reaching far into the wide abyss they once
occupied
Mountains covered in ash
Wind full of the past
Abrasive as it erodes what is left of the present
Reclaiming, rebirthing
Nerves being allowed to feel for themselves
again
Identity forged in fire
Never ending
Growing

Ink

By Allegra C. Taylor

Color in this drawing!

Horoscopes
The signs as street names
in Street, MD
By Simone Levy

Aries (March 21 - April 19) Highland Road
Taurus (April 20 - May 20) Cherry Hill Road
Gemini (May 21 - June 20) Holy Cross Road
Cancer (June 21 - July 22) Rocks Road
Leo (July 23 - August 22) - St.
Clair Bridge Road
Virgo (August 23 - September
22) - Grier Nursery Road
Libra (September 23 - October
22) - North Bend Road
Scorpio (October 23 - November
21) - Pylesville Road
Sagittarius (November 22 December 21) - Ady Road
Capricorn (December 22 January 19) - Conowingo Road
Aquarius (January 20 - February
18) - Miller Road
Pisces (February 19 - March
20) - Chestnut Hill Road

VARIETY
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This Week’s Crossword
By Alex Dahl

Much Love, Little Lady
By Celeste Reyes

Across
1. Active component in Marijuana
4. Stuffed Cookie
8. Dubai’s home, abbr.
9. Biology Professor Israel, who
studies bees
13. 10 Liters make this, abbr.
14. Step after washing that involves hanging
15. Slippery Fish
16. More, in Spanish
17. Suffix with but- or prop18. Sarandon or Boyle
20. Pie ____ mode
21. Wolfman Actor Chaney
22. North Carolina research institution
23. Title for the head of a mob
family
24. Cheeky
26. Hawaiian necklace
27. Nickname for the capital of
California
28. Latin phrase at the end of a
proof, acronym
30. Biology Professor Jodi, who
studies bats
32. Common urethra problem
33. Bear family
34. Muslim religious holiday
35. Biology professor De Stasio,
who studies aquatic systems
36. US agency that administers
retirement and disability money

Down
1. Resentful behavior, slangily
2. Biology Professor Alyssa, who
studies thistles
3. Old-timey film stocks
4. The person left out
5. A tv show that aired again was
_____
6. Manning and Whitney
7. Fan fiction acronym
10. Folks in a harem
11. A kind of nucleic acid
12. First word in a Carlos Santana
hit
19. Counterpart to daughters
20. Common prepositions
22. “Whats with all that ____!?”
23. They freeze in headlights
24. To take, in Spanish
25. Himalayan monsters
26. Baton Rouge school
27. Fizzy drink
29. Famed Brazilian goalkeeper
31. Slang term for a democrat

Last week’s crossword had a big
mistake in the grid so more than
half of the puzzle was not completable! Sorry about that! I’ll rework the
puzzle for a later edition and dispose
of whoever is responsible for that
error.
-Alex

Lore-ence
“New Fall”

By Claire Zimmerman
Fall in the Midwest often spurs
pleasant memories and feelings.
There is a lot to admire as the trees
go up in a red, yellow and orange
blaze as their leaves prepare to fall
and Halloween festivities begin. In
recent years, Lawrence University
faculty has had a few forums about
how to emphasize these fall feelings.
Sure, some student organizations go
apple picking, but Lawrence believes
that there could be more. Effective
next year, there will be some new
spooky changes to campus.
Everett Spookmore, the
new Director of Fun on Campus
has proposed a few ideas to make
campus more spooky come next
fall. His favorite idea is to convert
Main Hall Green into a field for
corn. Spookmore explained, “This is
going to sound corny, but everyone
loves corn! I went to a fall festival
once, and let me tell you, among
pumpkins, there was a lot of corn!
Mazes of maize!” Spookmore paused
to laugh at his own joke. After a few
awkward minutes, he resumed, “Not
only could we host corn maze events,
but we could also profit from free
corn crops. It’s more sustainable,
too!” The corn will be planted in
the spring and Spookmore expects
students to help tend it.
Spookmore continued,
“Students who are interested in
entomology will love this idea! They
can study agriculture and how bug
predation affects yields! I’m envisioning years of independent studies.” Spookmore envisions many
school field trips to this central part
of campus to appreciate the corn.
He hopes organizations will use the
maze for team bonding, since he
plans to incorporate a complex maze
pattern. Spookmore exclaimed, “No

point if it’s not challenging! I know
Lawrence students can handle it!”
Another idea Spookmore
brought up to the school was converting the water fountains to apple
cider dispensers. With a sly look on
his face, he leaned in towards our
reporter and whispered, “Trust me,
it’ll be cut with corn syrup.’’ For students who prefer water to the syrupy
drink, there will be water coolers
around campus. When asked why
the cider wouldn’t be in the coolers and the water in the fountains,
Spookmore refused to answer and
changed the topic.
Spookmore shivered, “It
sure is getting chilly on campus,
isn’t it? Well, that leads into my next
idea. We will be having faculty lead
knitting circles outside. We’ll knit
scarves, gloves, hats, you name it!
And we’ll do it all while appreciating the beautiful fall scenery outdoors!” When asked where outside,
Spookmore only quipped, “Well,
not on Main Hall Green, obviously!” Spookmore continued to elude
our questions and concerns. What
if students get cold while knitting?
What will students who are trying to
avoid sugar do about the cider crisis?
What’s the plan for when students
get lost in the maze and can’t be rescued?
With our last slew of questions, Spookmore excused himself
from our meeting. Spookmore insisted, “I have better things to do. I must
go.” When we tried to get in touch
with other faculty about the bizarre
interview we had with the Director
of Student Fun on Campus, everyone claimed they had never heard
of him. It’s almost as if he had never
existed in the first place.
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Jack McGee

What a Game! — Drew Paulson

Columnist

_________________________________________________

Games have been an important part of
human history. From ancient times to our
times, games have evolved to reflect the values,
culture and lives of the people who created and
played games. For me, games have been a way
to learn, explore and create things in a way
I was not able to with other forms of media.
Because of this, I decided to ask other students
about the games that have been impactful in
their lives as a way of encouraging others to
engage with this media.
“I like a lot of games, but this one is just
so different,” sophomore Drew Paulson said.
“You don’t really control a character, which is
the interesting part. You interact with the world
through this character known as Niko.” He continued, “They are the messiah and you are their
G-d. Together, you are going to save the world.”
This is the story behind the game
“OneShot,” which Paulson thinks is one of the
greats in the world of gaming. This indie, adventure, puzzle, single-player game, developed by
Little Cat Feet and published by Degica, took the
world by storm in 2014 and made Paulson think
deeply about the gaming industry.
Paulson is majoring in environmental studies and is a member of the Sustainable Lawrence
University Gardens (SLUG) and of the Lawrence
University Gaming Club. He has been a longtime player of all sorts of games, but “OneShot”
is the one he wanted to talk about the most.
“‘OneShot’” has a really interesting take

Liam Wood

on the player,” Paulson said. “Essentially, your
computer knows you are playing so you have to
go through your computer files and find these
codes that the game generates and then take
them and paste them into the game files.” This
computer-wide interaction has something many
in the indie gaming industry have tried out in
their games. Another more popular game that
features this is “Undertale,” an indie, singleplayer, role-playing game, but it does so to a
lesser extent than “OneShot.”
“The game changes your background, it
makes puzzles out of files on your desktop,”
Paulson said. “It does all of these different wacky
things that blew my mind away when I first
played it.” He continued, “It makes you question, ‘What is a game?’ It asks how you interact
with it like one could ask of interacting with a
piece of art. I think these questions should be
talked about more in the gaming community
and ‘OneShot’ does a really good job about going
through them.”
Paulson hopes more games start pushing
these kinds of boundaries. He believes this can
draw a more critical side to gaming that some
games may not, such as the “Solitaire” app on
your smartphone.
Paulson compared “OneShot” to “The
Stanley Parable,” an interactive story singleplayer game developed by Galactic Cafe. “That’s
a game where there is a narrator and then
you, Stanley,” he said. “You are at odds with
the narrator the whole game. This is similar
to ‘OneShot’ where there is ‘the Entity’ which
interacts with you through your computer. It has
goals that are different from your goals and tries
to slow down your progress by messing with

your computer.”
Paulson recommends “OneShot” to all,
continuously saying, “I do not want to spoil this
in case anyone wants to play for themselves.”
He also talked about how he got hooked into the
game: “Right near the beginning, just a few minutes in, you solve your first puzzle in the game,”
he said. “Then, you interact with a computer in
the game where the last message on it was, ‘You
only have one shot,’ and then your computer

name. Then it pops up as an error message on
your computer.” He continued, “That is when I
knew this was going to be a great game. I mean,
you didn’t even put your name into the game and
all of a sudden you are getting called out with an
error pop up. It really messes with you but it is
fantastic.”
“OneShot” is currently available on Steam
for $9.99.

of fun features like climbing walls, slides and
inflatable figures of the mascot, a beefy monkey.
This palatial establishment is a remnant
of a time when the kid-geared bouncy house
market was not cornered by Chuck E. Cheese.
Monkey Joe’s has survived by being better. One
big problem with the mouse house is that it is
overcrowded. Monkey Joe’s has no crowds. The
bouncy houses are barren of children and has
fertile ground for your feet. The whole place
often will only contain whatever group you
come with. The houses are bouncier, which is
scientifically proven. The root beer is tastier, like
a carbonated picnic. The parents are probably
less depressed, because they know their kids are
getting a better experience. Monkey Joe’s is the
place to bring kids if you want them to listen to
local alt rock stations and watch French cinema,
and that brings a little ray of hope into parents’
hearts. Monkey Joe’s could have the Grinch
whistling “Hark the Herald Angels Sing” in a
minute, because everything about Monkey Joe’s
is superior to Chuck E. Cheese. And, the mascot
is even creepier.

I really almost did it, you guys. I really
almost put Monkey Joe’s ahead of my mom’s
house. But who are we kidding? By now my loyal
readers have had the time to visit my mom’s
house and already know Monkey Joe’s has nothing on Appleton’s very own badly painted, waspinfested hotspot.
For every area in which Monkey Joe’s rocks
Chuck E. Cheese’s clock, my mom’s house obliterates both of them with fun. We have two
box TVs with VCR players. We have the drama
between my gangly brother, who has never
picked up an animal in his life and my dog, who
he taunts every time my mom says Hobbes is
her favorite son. We have the hole I dug in the
front yard when my sister and I watched “Diary
of a Wimpy Kid” and actually thought jumping
in and out of a hole would give us mad hops. You
would choose a building full of bouncy houses
over a hole in the ground? Go get your brain
checked, heathen.
Think about this, Monkey Joe’s has an
article’s worth of good qualities. I’ve been writing about my mom’s house for a month now

and still have not run out of good qualities. My
mom’s house is an overflowing cornucopia of
entertainment for all ages, for wild nights as well
as genteel company.
When I googled Monkey Joe’s and saw the
inflatable monkey straddling the obstacle course
with his big beefy legs, I will admit I thought,
“This place looks pretty nice.” You will probably
think that too. Everyone in the world probably
admires those monkey games. But, when I said
out loud to my friend, “This place might be better than my mom’s house,” it was like the shrieking of a million tortured souls filled my ears. It
felt so unflinchingly wrong to say Monkey Joe’s
was a better time than hanging out at my mom’s
house that I was sick for nearly two days after
that.
My mom’s house once again tops the pile,
making us five to one on the season. It has been
a tough schedule so far, and we were nearly toppled this week by Monkey Joe’s. But, my mom’s
house finished strong, once again making its
case as the coolest place in Appleton, Wisconsin.

Sophomore Drew Paulson.
Photo by Zhixuan Lyu.

Big Momma’s House: Volume V

Columnist

_________________________________________________

There is a tendency among Lawrentians
to assume that the city of Appleton is an uninteresting place, leading many to rarely leave
campus. This column seeks to profile spots in
the city to burst your Lawrence bubble, while
I use my experience as a townie to give them
a side by side comparison with my eponymous
mom’s house.
One of the cultural weak points of America
is, far and away, the lack of castles. But, while
rare, you can still find these imposing edifices
dotted around the country, and home to one of
those is Appleton. In fact, Appleton is home to
two. Let me introduce you to Monkey Joe’s.
Monkey Joe’s is a veritable haven of bouncy
houses located in a strip mall down the road
from the Timber Rattlers stadium. It has party
rooms, shoe cubbies and three bouncy houses —
one an obstacle race and the other two regular
adventure-mode houses. These houses have lots

Graphic by Max Craig.
Playlist by Alex Dahl.
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Ian Findling

This Hobby of Mine — Liam Wood

Columnist

_________________________________________________

Hobbies are fundamental aspects of ourselves. They help define who we are as individuals; they are the things we choose to immerse
ourselves in with what little free time we have.
This column aims to explore the vast range of
unique and interesting hobbies and pastimes
hidden within the Lawrence community, and to
grant insight into what makes each Lawrentian
unique.
Broadway is known by all as more than
a theater in downtown Manhattan. It is the
image that comes to mind when one pictures a
musical: the red curtain, the stellar score and
the masterful performance. As one sits in their
finest attire in an auditorium fit for hundreds,
they lust for the excellence associated with the
name “Broadway.” What they witness is the final
draft — the culmination of thousands of hours
of excruciating work and dedication — of what
has transcended into the realm of perfection.
But, there were first drafts to these masterpieces
at one point —infant versions that have since
grown into what they are today — which we will
never see. Senior piano performance major Liam
Wood sat down to grant insight into the process
of writing musicals.
“It usually starts with one scene or a line,”
Wood said. “Something dumb or silly. Musicals
are inherently goofy.” He laughed and continued, “Every other minute someone is breaking
into song! But, that means you can really do
whatever you want, storywise. I throw a bunch of
ideas on a page and try to figure out what works,
what fits and what does not.”
Wood explained the tragic plot of a musical
he wrote for his high school AP biology class.
Following a “Romeo and Juliet”-esque forbidden love plot, the self-written, composed and
produced music video involves a T cell who falls
in love with a Legionella bacterium. “I was really

proud of that one,” he said. “It was fun to make
and I got a ‘B,’ which I was pretty happy about.”
Wood described the humble origins of his
involvement in making musicals, which started
in middle school as a way to spice up group
assignments. “It started with school projects
and presentations in which my group was given
leeway as to how the projects could be done,”
he said. “We made videos and skits. Eventually,
since we were all in the musical department,
we started writing and putting songs into these
videos.”
As someone who had been playing piano
since preschool, writing songs came naturally.
Wood described doing a similar project for his
piano recital for his junior year at Lawrence. “I
pictured myself as an audience member for my
recital and thought, ‘I would never want to go
to my recital!’,” he said. “And so, I needed to
do something interesting. I wrote a quick story,
composed five songs and tied it all together.” He
added, “I enjoy writing musicals for required
projects that would normally be boring. It is adding spice to something that would not have spice
in the first place.”
Currently, Wood is taking an independent study course with the topic of writing and
composing musicals — the assignment being
the first full-length, two-act musical he has
attempted to write. “It is hard, I am not going
to lie,” he laughed. “I need around 20 songs for
a full-length musical. But, I also need to figure
out the plot and write the script for both acts
on top of writing and composing the songs.” He
continued, saying, “Starting something of this
caliber, I began with the first scene, figuring out
the ambience and tone of the piece. I do not even
have a plot, just the world I want this musical to
be in. It does not come fast — what I am working
on for my independent study comes from an idea
I had two years ago. It has evolved since then;
every month I would have another idea and add
it or change something about the previous one.”
Wood gave the SparkNotes version of his
work-in-progress: a murder mystery involving

Senior Liam Wood.
Photo by Caroline Garrow.

Irish fairies. This diverse collision of worlds is
reflected in his musical interests. Such musicals are those written by Lin-Manuel Miranda,
the man responsible for the world-famous production “Hamilton.” Wood admires Miranda’s
ability to blend distinct genres together into
something wonderful. He mentioned his favorite musical, “In the Heights,” also written by
Miranda, which fuses salsa and hip hop into a
unique and beautiful sound.
But, such great productions do not come
easily. “The hardest thing about making musicals is starting them and ending up with a
finished product,” Wood said. “Writing down
an idea is super easy — I do that probably once
a day, at least —but once you have an idea,
you cannot obsess over it being perfect. You
have to let it be bad in order for it to grow and

expand into something good.” He continued,
“Sometimes you have a good idea, but you have
to spend time with it, walk away from it and
come back to it before you have the perspective
essential for it to be good. It’s hard to let it be.”
“Ultimately, “it is a product of who I am,”
Wood said in closing. “Musicals helped me get
over my fear of singing, which I’d always had
trouble with. I had never been in a choir or taken
voice lessons, so being forced to go out there
and sing changed my perspective on the whole
thing.” He continued, “It has made me accept
that certain things are going to be bad, that these
low production value shows were not going to be
amazing. And that is okay! It has helped me find
worth where it exists, to find and have fun with
it regardless.”

Photo Feature: Football Game
Photos by Sebastian Evans

Read more about this game on page 3
Top left: Coaches Bo Flowers (right) and Rob
McCarthy (left).
Bottom left: The Vikings storm the field.
Top right: The Vikings’ defense lines up.
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Guest soloist inspires with Kathak dance

Ursa Anderson
Staff Writer

______________________________________

Last Wednesday, Oct. 16, at 7
p.m. in the Esch Hurvis Studio in the
Warch Campus Center, Lawrence welcomed for the yearly dance series the
first guest, Anindita Neogy Anaam.
Anaam is a leader in the classical
Indian dance form of “Kathak” and
came to share her art along with her
experiences with the Appleton community. Currently the artistic director
at the Sargam School of Music and
Dance in Delhi, India, Anaam is now
based in Wisconsin. She was recently chosen to serve on the Wisconsin
Dance Council Board, becoming the
first representative of Indian dance
on the board. Anaam has previously
performed at major dance festivals all
over the world and has been the recipient of many awards for her work.
Before the performance had
even begun, there was a distant jingle of chimes outside of the room.
This sound came from the metallic
bells on Anaam’s ghunghru, a musical anklet tied to the feet of classical
Indian dancers, which are crucial to
the Kathak dance. Anaam has had her
leather bound ghunghrus since she
was 16. Each one has 150 bells, which
adds up to just about five pounds
per leg. Because of the emphasis this
dance places on rhythm, the ghunghrus on the dancer’s ankles are used

Anindita Neogy Anaam performs in Esch studio for gathered Lawrentians.
Photo by Larissa Davis.

as part of the beat in the music. While
the instrumentalists are playing, the
dancers are also contributing by jangling bells and stomping their feet.
As Anaam said, “Dance is rhythm,”

and the Kathak dance is giving body
to this rhythm. In fact, rhythm is so
important to this dance, that before
the dancers are even allowed on stage,
they have to study and play the instru-

ments to truly understand what the
dance is doing on that level. Anaam
worked with drums, lyrics and just
about everything else used in this art
form so she could be worthy of per-

Erin O’Brien

promise to write him a solo cello suite.
Miraculously, Britten kept this bizarre
promise. Crozman then told the audience Britten himself never recorded
the third suite, and the story goes that
this is because he could not get to the
end without bursting into tears. The
emotional aspects of the piece have a
lot to do with its structure: it synthesizes several Russian themes including three arrangements of folksongs
by Tchaikovsky. The structure itself is
unique, featuring “reverse variations”
ultimately leading up to the Russian
Hymn for the Dead.
Crozman embodied the dynamic
piece as a full body performance, from
the smooth opening “Lento” movement interspersed with deep pizzicatos reminiscent of a funeral drum to
the intense “Allegro” section full of
heavy, off the string strokes. He fully
gratified the range of the piece, from
sweet, light, airy melodies to haunting
harmonics and strong, dense sections
full of weight.
Returning from intermission
after a dramatic finish to Britten’s
third suite, Crozman promised a more
uplifting second half, showcasing
pieces mostly from Spain and Italy.
He opened with the new-age Italian
piece Canto for Cello Solo by stillliving composer Ludovico Einaudi.
He then moved on to something he
joked every cellist is familiar with:
“Caprice,” by Alfredo Piatti. Because
of its popularity, he commented that

forming in front of audiences.
The Kathak dance has been performed for centuries to communicate
stories amongst the people of India.
This is possible because of its incredibly intricate body movements. In just
the two dances Anaam performed,
her precision was able to convey a
story that no one in the audience
was familiar with. The clarity of her
exact hand movements helped to create this storytelling experience. Each
movement seemed to focus a lot of
attention on ending hand gestures,
with every finger being in the perfect
place before she went on to the rest of
the dance. All of this was done with
ease and grace, leaving the audience
in awe of this unique dance form. Her
swift footwork also contributed to the
amazement of her work. There were
times her feet were moving so fast
and hitting the floor in such a way that
they could barely be seen clearly.
Anaam was avid about the
boundaries that Kathak is constantly
pushing in the dance world. This form
is always evolving and often encourages improvisation on the dancer’s
part. The spunk that Anaam brought
to the room was inspiring, and hopefully that energy continues on to the
next performance in the series. Set
Go will be performing on Friday, Jan.
17, at 7 p.m. in the Esch Studio next
term and is open for the whole student
body to attend.

Students “pop the Guest cellist wows in recital
bubble”
Staff Writer

______________________________________

Mads Layton
Staff Writer

______________________________________

Many, if not all Lawrence students have heard of the colloquialism
“the Lawrence Bubble.” The campus
is small and can feel like a vacuum of
internal events and concerts. It can
be easy to slip into familiar routines
without ever engaging with the communities that surround the school.
This constitutes “the bubble.” Last
year, a group of students decided that
there was a way to change the attitude
around that.
Pop the Bubble is a student-run
event series that plays on this colloquialism in an endearing way to showcase their goal: bringing students off
campus and allowing them to interact
with the greater Appleton community
through art. This is done in partnership with The Draw, a local art gallery and collaborative space across the
bridge and within walking distance of
the Lawrence campus. The first event
of the year was held on Friday, Oct. 18,
with the theme of “Stories of Home.”
The Draw, which houses a combination workspace and offices of digital
and fine artists in addition to an art
gallery and event space, was just the
right venue for such an event, being a
halfway point between our school and
the surrounding community. Walking
in, the event-goers were welcomed by
soft lighting and couches that lined
the far end of the room. Equipment
was set up to accommodate all manner of arts, from music to short films
to spoken words. On the walls of
The Draw are photographs showcasing Vietnam War veterans as well as
plaques detailing their experiences.
Throughout the night, eventgoers

were invited to share their stories in
the form of words or pictures written
on sticky notes. It was casual, with
participants and observers grabbing
drinks as they mingled with friends
and explored the exhibit. The mumble
of people’s voices added to the warmth
of the event’s atmosphere. When
the show began, it was soon quiet;
a beautiful and charming film piece
made by senior Angelica Hurtado
ran as a projected backdrop to all
the other acts. Sophomores Dominic
LaCalamita and Lydia Hellevik duetted on guitar and vocals, respectively,
and captivated the audience with a
song. Each piece was scattered with
memories, and with each act, onlookers were invited to learn more about
the talented Lawrentians, becoming
closer through these shared experiences. All were invited to think about
what home means to them. The pressure was low, and though a set list was
assigned for the evening, people were
encouraged to join last minute if they
felt so inclined.
Evenings like these are rare, and
contrary to a typical formal performance in the chapel or concert hall,
as the pressure is low and people of
all skillsets are invited to be together
and share the stories that are important to them. Because Lawrence does
have students from far reaches of the
country, as well as all over the world,
this is a valuable opportunity. Pop the
Bubble is a recurring event, so there
will be many other chances to attend
and see what it’s all about. It is sure
to be a pleasant experience, filled with
people and acts that can’t be experienced in the same way anywhere else.
To keep up with Pop the Bubble, follow their page on Facebook.

On the evening of Oct. 21,
prominent Canadian cellist Cameron
Crozman visited Lawrence for a recital
in Harper Hall. Canadian radio network CBC Music described Crozman
as “Canada’s next big cello star.” He
has performed recitals and chamber
music across Canada and the USA as
well as Europe, though this Monday
was his debut in Wisconsin.
Crozman opened with “Bach’s
Third Suite” for Cello Solo, commenting that, like for many young cellists,
it was the first he had learned. He
then juxtaposed the classic with a
more contemporary piece: “Suite No.
3” for Solo Cello by Benjamin Britten.
Crozman explained that Britten is
a 21st century composer most wellknown for his operas, but has also
written three suites for solo cello with
a crazy story behind them: Britten
was driving in the English countryside with Russian cellist Mstislav
Rostropovich and decided to stop to
see some friends who happened to
be distantly related to the English
royal family. Rostropovich inquired
if they should be greeted with any
special formality, but upon Britten’s
insistence to the contrary, he began
to joke about greeting them with an
elaborate curtsy and insisted the only
way to stop him was for Britten to

he didn’t really know why he decided
to play it, but facetiously speculated it
was character-building for him.
Crozman continued with the
17th century Spanish piece “Ricercari”
for solo cello by Domenico Gabrielli,
numbers one, three and six. The piece
was written at a time of transition for
cello; in that region of Italy the strings
had recently been wound differently
for greater versatility and quicker
response. The piece is a celebration
of this newfound possibility and takes
advantage of it as it moves from solemn, mellow sections to bright, forward moving melodies ringing with
momentum.
The final piece of the night was
connected to Crozman’s instrument,
the 1769 Johannes Guillami cello on
loan to him for three years from the
Canada Council. The piece, “Suite for
Cello Solo” was written by Catalan
composer Gaspar Cassado, student
of renowned cellist Pablo Casals. The
Spanish piece was an ornamented and
intense finale, thick with dense harmonies propelling the piece forward.
Crozman concluded his performance by informing the audience his
albums are available as CDs, though
joked that they’re probably obsolete
in that form. But don’t worry, if you no
longer have your portable CD player
from elementary school, his albums
“Cavatine” and “Britten: Suites pour
le violoncelle” are also available for
streaming on Spotify and YouTube.

Want to work for
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Review: Netflix’s Big Mouth

Camille Robertson

Staff Writer
______________________________________

On Oct. 4, the Netflix
Original adult animated series “Big
Mouth” released its third season in
full. Since its premiere in Sep. 2017,
the show — created by Nick Kroll,
Andrew Goldberg, Mark Levin and
Jennifer Flackett — has received much
critical acclaim and acquired a large
fanbase that spans quite an age range.
The show’s appeal seems to have less
to do with the quality of its content, jokes and art-style, and more to
do with the general concept — that
is, an expansive series (Netflix has
already renewed the show through a
sixth season) about a group of middleschoolers going through puberty. The
plot, in summary, does not sound
particularly original; the catch is that,
controversially, “Big Mouth” spares
absolutely no details of the reality
of the experience, seemingly based
on the reality of the creators’ experiences, of pubescence. The horror of
hormones, in the form of humanlike “Hormone Monsters,” the lessthan-innocent crushes, the discovery
of drugs and alcohol and the bullying
among students — “Big Mouth” really
shows it all, perhaps sometimes to a
fault.
“Big Mouth” primarily follows
five idiosyncratic seventh graders:
Nick Birch (Nick Kroll), Andrew
Glouberman (John Mulaney), Jessi
Glaser (Jessi Klein), Jay Bilzerian
(Jason Mantzoukas) and Missy

Foreman-Greenwald (Jenny Slate).
The group attends middle school
together, along with a colorful variety of side-characters from a wide
range of backgrounds, in a New York
City suburb. Of the five, Andrew is
the first to be assigned a Hormone
Monster, Maurice (Kroll), who, we
learn in the season two finale, comes
from an alternate dimension government office called The Department
of Puberty. The Monsters essentially
act as a physical manifestation of the
voice in the kids’ heads, whispering perverted thoughts, encouraging
them to act out, or, sometimes, to
do the right thing. While the kids are
only able to see and hear their own
Monsters, their Monsters can see each
other, often getting into arguments
in defense of their respective trainees. The existence of the Hormone
Monsters immediately places the
show in a world not entirely of our
own. Breaking out of the confines of
reality allows the show to go pretty
much anywhere it so desires. This
sometimes makes for fun deviations
from the norm, such as in the season
one finale, in which Andrew, addicted
to pornography, becomes trapped
in a cyber-dimension called “The
Pornscape,” and must bust out with
the help of Nick. At other times, it can
feel like an annoying detour from the
main plot. At worst, it leads to uncomfortable and un-relatable segments —
a talking vagina with a face and eyes,
an anthropomorphic pillow that Jay
impregnates.
However,
it
may be these very cringe-inducing

moments that allow “Big Mouth” to
explore the risky territory that it does.
It is probably more obscene to show a
13-year-old having sex with a pillow or
discovering her anatomy if it is shown
in silence, without any humor, even if
this is the more “realistic” rendition.
The show’s writers are also clearly
aware that what they are presenting is
foul and edgy, as there is no shortage
of fourth-wall-breaks. In the fifth episode of season three, Andrew goes on
a trip to Florida with his family where
he is reunited with his female cousin,
Cherry Marashino (Julie Klausner)
who is of his same age. One thing
leads to another, and the two cousins,
shockingly, end up kissing, but not
before Maurice, addressing both the
audience and Andrew, says, “We’re
gonna cross a line! We’re gonna cross
a line!”		
“Big Mouth” is
a crudely humored and often gutchurning series that flaunts its ability
to push boundaries — and yet, I have
seen every single episode, some multiple times. There are few moments that
evoke raucous laughter and the animation is not particularly artful. But
we all keep coming back to it because
it is unprecedented television. And,
sweetly, the moral of its story is that
puberty and everything that it entails
should not be the taboo subject that it
has been for the majority of history,
and that we deserve to discuss even
our most forbidden feelings — the
characters in “Big Mouth” never fail to
remind us that the darkest recesses of
our minds are still only human.

Photo Feature: Student organ recital

The organ recital of senior Ethan Mellema took place this past weekend in Lawrence Memorial Chapel.
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A Pair of Nifties:
RHPS remake

Liam Wood
Columnist

______________________________________

It’s a long, lonely road to graduation. We can all attest that at times,
we have only few and fleeting glimmers of laughter and gaiety. The glimmer which I look forward to most
is the annual screening of “Rocky
Horror Picture Show” (RHPS). The
shadow cast production of this iconic
midnight movie attracts an audience
from around campus and even around
town. People say this movie wouldn’t
be any good without audience participation, and the call lines of this movie
are often more memorable than the
dialogue itself. That said, “Rocky
Horror” has value, with or without
audience participation. Yes, it has a
low budget and the camp is off the
charts. However, even given the cheap
production values, the characters
make sense, the script and directing
are thoughtful, it’s not cookie cutter
and the songs SLAP. Citizen Kane it is
not, but it deserves a lot more credit
than it is given. Today we’re talking
about the remake of “Rocky Horror:
Let’s Do The Time Warp Again.”
“I can’t stand that subtitle,” says
“Rocky” director and junior Mary
Grace Wagner. A government major,
Mary Grace Wagner played the role
of Brad in the Lawrence student production last year and is now one of
three student directors. We sat down
to delve into the ethos of this remake
and see if we could parse through
the many layers of subtext therein.
First, she is a big fan of the “Rocky
Horror” franchise, except for the franchise part. “This show had no one
asking for its creation and contributes nothing new to the film except
nostalgia,” she said. “This movie is
far worse than the original.” From
the beginning, the mixture of sexy
and creepy that is the bedrock(y) of
RHPS is off. “It’s too sexy,” Wagner
commented, as during the opening
number Trixie the Usherette vamps
with a popcorn bag. “The movie lacks
the creepy and unnerving atmosphere
created by a conglomeration of factors
in the original, from the poor lighting,
the amateurish acting and the gritty
sets.” While this production leans
more heavily into sex appeal, the sex
appeal is simultaneously censored
because this movie premiered on TV
at 8 p.m. EST. This translates to a sex
appeal which sacrifices eroticism for a
bubblegum-pop interpretation of sexy
— a Taylor Swift take on the movie
dependent mostly on casting conventionally good looking actors. It sounds
like this remake should be wholly
different from the original, but it is a
shot for shot, plot for plot, on the dot
recreation. The end result is a horrifyingly bad movie. The number of
ways this movie has found of sucking
outnumbers the number of sequins
on Columbia’s hat. A few of the worst
parts include the added influence of
country music to the songs, the bare
and squeaky clean sets, the band playing onstage for every number and,
of course, the actor who plays Brad.
His delivery is just woefully, ineffably
wrong. “This actor,” Wagner said,
“feels like he’s never gone to a screening of this show. His flat performance
in the middle of a flashy musical sticks
out like a sore thumb.” He is espe-

cially bad compared to Laverne Cox
as Dr. Frank-n-furter, who absolutely
kills it. For as much as this remake
lacks bite, as much as the other actors
can seem uncertain, as much as Brad
just blows, Laverne Cox goes all out.
She basically carries the show on the
back of her strong vocals and intense
performance. It is just not enough.
Where Laverne Cox has gusto and
charisma, the other actors are hesitant, the lighting and set is too clean
and the songs are too clean as well; its
polish and shine is a major departure
from the original. It feels as if a bunch
of straight people got together and
decided to shoot a remake and then
added Laverne Cox as a nod to the
LGBTQ+ community.
So how could you make this
movie, “RHPS: Lets Do The Time
Warp Again,” better? Some ideas
might be not hiring Kenny Ortega
to direct, whose directing credits
include High School Musical. Or what
about not showing the movie at 6
p.m. mountain time? Or how about
not putting a seven-piece band on
screen. But Wagner has a different
idea: “Don’t make the movie.” At all?
“At all. I’ve seen some good fan tribute
films over the years. A ‘Raiders of the
Lost Ark’ remake made by a couple
of schoolkids over a period of years
comes to mind. This sort of tribute
film, I would think, would be able to
pay homage to a beloved property
like the original RHPS without being
beholden to the financial interests of
a corporate studio or network.” But
even so, Wagner has reservations.
“‘Rocky Horror’ is just such a
unique cultural piece,” she said. “It’s
a microcosm of film, musical and
queer culture of the ‘70s. It stands on
its own and while some updates are
welcome, no one is really asking to
see a remake of this for the modern
age. Part of the fun is that the show
is so incredibly unique to the period
of time in which it was made. We can
acknowledge its faults, like its poor
explanation of genderqueerness and
sexual fluidity, but also celebrate its
radical sexual freedom and celebration of being queer. The remake was
made out of love for the show and
for that I can’t criticize it, we put on
our shadow cast production of the
original every year for the same reason. However, the remake also had to
make FOX some money, and so they
sanitized and edited it accordingly,
which undermines a lot of what made
the original so unique and influential.
So while a fan film would be free of
the financial compulsions of a big
budget film, it would still just stand as
a tribute to the original piece, as it’s
the original’s unique place in history
that makes it special.”
The odds of there being another RHPS remake are zero to none.
If you are so inclined, dear reader,
as to make a remake, by all means
keep in mind the spirit of “Rocky”
and the cultural gap between then
and now. Otherwise, love yourself,
avoid “RHPS: Lets Do the Time Warp
Again” like the plague and come see
the Prescribed Escape Productions
(PEP) shadow cast perform in Warch
cinema Nov. 1, 12:01 a.m. and Nov. 2,
8 p.m., and 11:59 p.m.
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What to do on a rainy day

Complicating consent
Mara Kissinger
Staff Writer

______________________________________

News Editor Allegra Taylor - When the weather is horrible outside I usually
pick up an old video game or book that I haven’t looked at in months and
then I become very confused.
Managing Editor Alex Dahl - When I have the rainy day blues I like to stare
into a SAD lamp until I’m full of Vitamin D and blind in the eyes.
Vareity Editor Claire Zimmerman - I like to kick back with a big ol’ sketchbook and cup of tea. Sitting and doodling by a rain spattered window makes
me feel like I’ve bested Mother Nature herself.
Arts & Entertainment Editor Georgia Greenberg - I’m a cozy-up-and-read
type of girl. I’m a make-a-cup-of-tea (sometimes just hot water and honey)
and-get-under-my-weighted-blanket-and-take-a-nap type of person!
Photo Editor Larissa Davis - I like to take advantage of my unwillingness
to go outside and deep clean my living space. I can wear cozy pants, listen
to some good music,and reorganize the chaos that accumulates throughout
the term. It’s a productive reprieve from classwork.
Features Editor Peter Lagershausen- I celebrate. I hate sunlight.
Opinions & Editorials Editor Max Craig - Watching a movie is a luxurious
indoor option. But if I’m feeling more adventurous, I am fortunate enough
to own a massive coat. Within this half-off Eddie Bauer masterpiece, I can
brave any adverse weather conditions.

Letters to the Editor can be sent in to Opinions & Editorials Editor, Max Craig, at lawrentian@lawrence.edu. We
review all letters and consider them for publication. The Lawrentian staff reserves the right to edit for clarity,
decency, style and space. All letters should be submitted on the Monday before publication, and should not be
more than 350 words.

Michele Haeberlin
Staff Writer

______________________________________

We are living in an amazingly
progressive time — technological
advancements are allowing people to live longer and with better
health than ever before in human
history. The overall quality of
life of humans has been steadily
increasing along with the literacy
rate as education becomes distributed to everyone and not just
those who can afford it. People
are going to the moon. People are
making personal moons out of
3D printers! And to me, the best
advancement made is that now I
can order unlimited supplies of
mochi and Netflix movies without
ever leaving my bed!
The world as we are experiencing it right now is an amazing place, growing and changing
rapidly with every new advancement. Humans are adapting to
these changes and growing quickly as well — our society now is
unique in a way never seen before
because the majority of our interactions are now more with phone
screens than directly with other
people. Great changes are happening, and many more great
things are coming as our society
as a whole continues to advance
and push the boundaries of what

Recently, I listened to the
first episode of Radiolab’s “In the
No” series. It came out last year,
so I am a little behind. But it got
me thinking a lot about consent
and the way it seems to be everywhere and nowhere all at once. In
theory, it is all very simple, but in
practice, there is just no way you
can reduce something so serious
to a simple question of “no means
no” or “only an enthusiastic yes.”
Consent has to do with paying
attention, consent has to do with
checking in and consent is for
sure not an absence of “no.”
Theoretically, we know all
of this. You have probably seen
and laughed at the tea video, sat
through maybe a million different
presentations. This is old news,
but I think I have something to
add in terms of power dynamics.
I was once in a situation where I
expected that I should have sex.
I did not say no, but I also did
not really say yes. I felt societal
pressure to conform and have sex
with a guy because surely I was
a girl and he was a boy and that
is how the story is supposed to
go. We did not end up having
sex because of outside interruptions. But there is a part of me
that still feels uncomfortable with
the dynamic that went on in that
situation. I was just going to let it
happen. And he was just going to
do it. It has made me think a lot
about what consent means.
Men like to throw around
how they now feel afraid to do
anything towards anyone they
perceive as female. There is this
idea that it is “no longer safe”
to be male and horny. But the
thing is: maybe you men out there

A world of worth

it means to be human and to
experience humanity.
But there are always drawbacks to rapid and unnatural
changes. Although the progress
we have made as a whole for
the human race is truly unsurpassable, society is changing in
new ways in response to this progressive new lifestyle that are not
sustainable. We are becoming a
world of value, a world of authenticity and a world of worth. And I
do not think that that is necessarily a good thing.
One could argue humankind
has an innate tendency to value
things, to determine if they are
“good” or “bad,” “safe” or “unsafe”
due to primitive instincts of observation that help keep us alive. The
first cavemen probably used their
limited knowledge from sensory
observation and previous experiences to determine the “goodness” of things such as food, other
animals and potential shelters in
order to survive. So, in a way,
humans have always been judging, always determining just how
good something is or would be for
ourselves, simply because it is a
survival instinct.
But with the age of technological advancements, the act
of valuing has been taken way

beyond its extreme and is being
bloated way out of proportion.
Let us take, for example, a tree.
Perhaps a caveman would have
valued it as good if it produced
edible fruit, had proper shade and
maybe some branches that could
be used to make a shelter or tools.
How do you measure the goodness of a tree? Maybe by how aesthetically pleasing it is, whether
the branches are well formed or
the leaves pretty colors, or maybe
you only think it interesting it if is
an uncommon type of tree, exotic
to this area. Maybe you only value
the tree by the numerical value of
the real estate it is planted upon.
Perhaps the tree is deemed good
enough if you can take a selfie
underneath it, your smiling face
surrounded by autumnal leaves
and your post captioned #lovenature.
We live in a society where
we are judging the value of every
single thing that comes into our
lives, every day. With every scroll
on your phone you are judging the
worth of that post and how “good”
it is. Every day you meet new people and as you look at them you
judge how “good” they are and
how worthy they are to be your
acquaintance; maybe even your
friend. Maybe you judge from the

way they dress or their haircut,
maybe it is from their handshake
or how they speak. Or maybe you
made up your mind about the
value of someone as soon as you
realize something like their gender, ethnicity or religious affiliation. That determination then
dictates how you will interact with
that person in the future.
So what am I saying? The
observational skills people learn
and use to judge others are not
inherently bad and they are way
too ingrained within us to try to
break. Being cautious and aware
of your surroundings at any time
means judging the people around
you to see if they fit certain criteria that determines them as
harmless or dangerous. This is
a life skill people use to keep
themselves safe and has helped
save lives. But we have become a
society that is hooked on the drug
of determining value.
Somewhere along the way of
determining if a tree was good or
bad, we lost the joy of just looking at the tree — of just watching
it grow and admiring a part of
nature. By becoming so entranced
with determining the value of
things, we have let the natural
wonder of them fall to the side.
Instead of seeing a tree and taking

should be afraid, just a little bit,
of any sexual aggression at all.
Society makes your pleasure primary and expects all others, especially those who you desire, to
please you accordingly. We teach
men to prod at sexual boundaries, as “In the No” demonstrates
very well. Sex is just a tiny push
in a favorable direction. But if
you put yourself in the shoes of
the marginalized people who are
conditioned to please you, do you
think it would be as easy as simply
saying no? Yes, they can remove
themselves, but look what situation you have put them in. People
fold for many valid reasons, and
you should be aware of that.
You know the best way to
establish consent? Stop prioritizing your pleasure for a minute and
sit down and talk. With any hookup or relationship or marriage,
have a discussion about sex. And
yes, be a little scared of infringing.
Just stay away from boundaries,
let hard and soft lines be drawn
without pushing. Because you, as
men, hold societal power to convince and you should be very cognizant of that. Consent is never
simple. It is always an ongoing
conversation that never ends and
it will always be a topic worth discussing. Believe survivors, support people who come forward
and tear down the stereotypes of
the aggressive sexual alpha male.
But above all, men, you specifically should be a little afraid. Not
so much that you run from every
sexual encounter, but enough that
you pay more attention to your
actions and your partner.
After all, it could have been
much worse for me than just a
little discomfort and a bad date
night. Not everyone feels empowered to say no.

a moment to enjoy its beauty as a
living being in this world, we are
too rushed, too preoccupied with
whether it is aesthetically pleasing, rare or on fertile land.
I think where value and
worth play their most detrimental role is within the interactions
we have with each other. Even
just within the small campus of
Lawrence, we can find a pedagogical mindset of worth where
the value of a Lawrentian is
determined. To be considered
worthy of the title “Lawrentian,”
a person has to have a certain
GPA, a certain class load, some
extracurriculars and jobs, maybe
a volunteering opportunity and
at least one major if not a minor
to boot. That is just one example
of a valuing system we use here
at Lawrence that is not only detrimental to how we interact with
each other, but inaccurate.
I can tell you now that if
you look at your fellow students
and determine their worth to you
from their number of majors,
their grade average or perhaps
the number of instruments they
can play or languages they can
speak, you are judging wrong.
Every person on this earth is just
that — a person. There are peo-

See page 12
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Simone Levy

On the Cusp of
Enlightenment:
Speed round!

A: Pale pink peonies.

Columnist
__________________________________

Looking for answers? In
need of advice from a Taurussun, Virgo-moon, Gemini-rising?
Think you can stump me? Email
Simone at simone.a.levy@lawrence.edu with your own questions and you just might be featured in next week’s column.
Q: What is the best way to
paint something, say a piece of
plastic, without the paint peeling
off or paintbrush marks showing?
A: First, you should sand
whatever you are about to paint.
Be sure not to sand with too highgrit sandpaper, as the marks will
show through the paint later if
the sandpaper is too rough. After
sanding, either wash the object
in water to remove the dust, or
you can also use a can of compressed air to blow away the dust.
After de-dusting, you can either
prime the object or not, depending on what you have. Now the
most important part to eliminating brush strokes on your work is
thinning out the acrylic paint with
water — the ratio should be about
one-to-one. Then, paint on multiple thin layers of paint, being
sure to let each layer dry completely before applying another
coat. After enough layers, the
paint should be opaque and you
will be left with no brush strokes.
Happy painting!
Q: Who should I root for in
the World Series?
A: The Nationals.
Q: I am planning my wedding
and need to choose the flowers.
Any suggestions?

Q: I need some help sorting out my hobbies. Let me list
them out, and you can tell me
which ones to give up: needle
felting, birding, doll customizing,
book binding, calligraphy, watercolors, floral arrangement, stamp
collecting, letter-writing, ice cube
making, braiding horse manes,
cleaning ovens, bleach, cup stacking — and those are only the ones
I remember! Any idea of which
ones I should get rid of?
A: I think you should definitely get rid of bleach, but other
than that, it looks like you are
doing great!
Q: Can you rank these ten
cities in Los Angeles County?
Pasadena, La Puente, El Segundo,
Palmdale, El Monte, West Covina,
Alhambra, San Gabriel, Marina
del Rey and Santa Clarita.
A: In order from best to
worst: Alhambra, West Covina,
La Puente, Marina del Rey, El
Segundo, Santa Clarita, San
Gabriel, El Monte, Palmdale,
Pasadena.
Q: Which is the best of the
“Ocean’s Eleven” series?
A: The order from best to
worst is “Ocean’s Eleven,”
“Ocean’s Thirteen,” and then
“Ocean’s Twelve” is not even on
the list. The gap between Eleven
and Thirteen is small, and a compelling argument can be made in
favor of “Ocean’s Thirteen.” I have
a lot of feelings about “Ocean’s 8”
and why it is an overwhelming
disappointment, but I can save it
for another time.

See page 12
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Life at Lawrence:
The journey of identity
Zach Fithian

Columnist
__________________________

In the past two weeks, there
have been at least three holidays
that bring people together based
on identity: first we had Mental
Health Awareness Day followed
by Coming Out Day and most
recently, Indigenous Peoples’
Day. All three days were filled
with informational and celebrational programming, heartfelt
Facebook posts and a general
pride in people owning who they
are. However, not all Lawrentians
have such good relationships with
their identities. I’ve already talked
about how college is a time of
change (a cliché I cannot seem
to shake), but these changes do
not always come quickly. Figuring
out how to schedule may be something you learn in your first term,
but understanding who you are
can take quite a while! Don’t fret
— you have plenty of time and
resources for figuring yourself
out, and your fellow Lawrentians
are here to support you as always.
While Lawrence is not always
the ideal place to explore one’s
identity (sometimes what you
need you just cannot find, even
in the shining metropolis that is
Appleton), I would dare say our
environment and social climate
are conducive to thinking and
talking about one’s identity. Most
people that I’ve encountered over
my past three years here have a
general understanding of at least
particularly noteworthy categories of identity, such as gender,
race, sexuality, religion, political
affiliation, national origin and
socioeconomic status, though
there are of course more. With
such an awareness of identity and

with the acceptance of diversity
that Lawrence tries to nurture,
there comes a slew of resources
that can help those in need of
direction.
For those who are struggling to understand where you
fit into certain identity categories, I encourage you to find these
resources or other people who
can help you out. Clubs are an
obvious starting point, as there
are so many groups on campus suited for various identities
and backgrounds, like Colores,
LUNA, Lawrence International
and Hillel, just to name a few.
However, if you can’t find a good
group for you, or if you want to
start out small, ask around! If
there’s a faculty or staff member that you could have a good
conversation with, just ask them
respectfully for guidance. If you
know a student who has gone
through an experience you’re
going through, try reaching out
and seeking advice. As long as you
are being considerate and polite,
these people will understand your
struggle and want to help you
along your journey!
In total contrast to the
kind of Lawrentian I’ve been
talking about, there are plenty
of Lawrentians who think that
they have their identities all figured out and set in stone. To be
confident in one’s identity is a
good thing, but it is important
to remember that identity can
change! Change can, of course,
take many different forms, drastic
and subtle alike, but being open
to any change can prevent it from
being stressful. I have had quite a
few friends over the years go from
being very firm in their sexual
and gender identities specifically,
and then have a sudden revelation

that made them question themselves. When I asked them about
what was causing them stress,
part of it was often the shock
of discovering something completely new about themselves, but
there was also often the feeling of
exclusion. Some of these friends
felt very in tune with their identity
communities, but their revelation
made them feel different even
from those groups. Grand revelations aside, I’ve witnessed plenty
of people avoiding certain experiences and viewpoints to preserve their identities and groups
and the fear here is very similar.
This isn’t an easy feeling to deal
with, but being flexible with yourself and firm in your self-love is
the key to moving forward and
embracing the updated version
of you!
As usual, I write about this
because I have a stake of my own
in the topic. Since freshman year
(and even before, to be quite honest), I have been on my own journey to figure out my identity on
the queer spectrum. How should
I dress? How should I talk? Who
am I interested in and what kind
of relationship do I want? It’s a lot
to juggle, especially when others
around you seem to have things
figured out and that bugged me
for my first year or two here.
In the end, I realized that beating myself up for not having my
sense of self set in stone was not
worth my energy and that uncertainty is just a part of being. What
is important is that we practice
patience with ourselves and do
what will make ourselves happy
and more at home in our own
minds. Stay on your path of selfdiscovery — I am here supporting
you!

between different areas based on
environmental, social and historical contexts. Land did not necessarily belong to a specific individual or group but existed for
communal production. Of course,
very few generalizations can be
drawn here because indigenous
groups are myriad and diverse,
but the main distinction here is
that private property was nonexistent. Private property is essential to a capitalist system, so the
pre-contact, pre-capitalist indigenous land did not conform to a
capitalist logic.
After waves of colonizers invaded and stole indigenous land, the U.S. nation-state
formed and consolidated the land
under its authority. According
to the Menominee governmental website, “At the start of the
Treaty Era in the early 1800s,
the Menominee occupied a land
base estimated at 10 million
acres; however, through a series
of seven treaties entered into with
the United States Government
[…] the Tribe witnessed its land
base erode to little more than
235,000 acres today.” Thus, we
have “public” property, appropri-

ated for a specific citizenry that
became increasingly privatized
over time. Such land is primarily
owned by companies or the U.S.
government for private use, such
as the industrial farms that make
up the U.S. agribusiness industry. Even the reservation system,
which places comparatively small
tracts of land in the hands of one
or several indigenous groups, is
a form of public, not communal,
property. Although access to it is
restricted to a certain “public,”
indigenous sovereignty is constantly challenged by U.S. homogeneity.
Foundational to U.S. colonialism, these challenges continuously reinforce the ongoing inequalities faced by indigenous people
for the past five hundred years.
The capitalist system constantly
rears its ugly head as industry and
state collude to expand markets;
private property is no exception.
For the Menominee, “The Tribe
experienced further setbacks in
the 1950s with the U.S. Congress’
passage of the Menominee
Termination Act, which removed

Fifty Shades of Capital: Indigenous land

Nero Grok-Gallagher

Columnist
__________________________________

There are many facets of our
social reality influenced by global capitalism; this series serves
to highlight the ever-expanding
market’s effect on our daily lives.
From Bon-App to the environment, capitalism has generated
numerous negative consequences
around the world.
Foundational to the capitalist mode of production is private property. Much of U.S. land
is privatized, although there is
still plenty of public and common
property in existence. When we
discuss property, it is essential
to ponder who is excluded by the
propertied relations in our society. Since the beginning of U.S.
colonialism, there have been conflicts between European settlers
and indigenous groups across the
continent; it is this ongoing struggle that illuminates the nature of
private property.
Before we delve into the history of indigenous-European land
conflicts, it is important to understand what exactly we mean
by property in its many forms.

Private property began with the
enclosure of agricultural lands in
England, which were owned commonly by peasant farmers. The
land was owned by the people
who lived there and so they managed it throughout every step of
the production process. Then,
wealthy merchants and capitalists
steadily bought land and passed
laws to appropriate this land for
increased monetary gain. Private
property took form in order to
consolidate land into the hands
of capitalists, thereby robbing the
masses of their means of producing goods (e.g. food, clothing,
crafts, materials, etc.). As written
in my last article on labor, most
people now needed to sell their
labor to participate in the production process; this is directly
connected to the development of
private property.
Public property in the present day is still capital and engages
in ownership relations, but it has
restricted definitions of “public ownership” that depend on
which “public” we are referring to.
Citizens and taxpayers may have
access to certain governmental
services, but various groups are

often denied this form or property
by the state apparatus. Common
property transcends these two
other forms in that it signifies a
collective society wherein objects,
land and the means of production
themselves are shared. This form
of ownership manifests in cooperatives, wherein anyone in the
cooperative can utilize its resources (i.e. cooking utensils, furniture,
ingredients, etc.). Of course, the
broader implication of common
property is that it is extended to
society as a whole. There are also
open-access resources like the air,
oceans and outer-space, which
belong to no one, not yet at least.
As Europeans colonized what
we currently label as the U.S.,
they introduced their economic
system and propertied relations
as well. The encroachment of
white settlers, accompanied by
crimes of genocide, on indigenous
land restructured the continent to
suit a capitalist mode of production. Pre-contact land was widely communally owned, with the
exception of city-states such as
those of the Inca, Maya and Aztec
cultures, where it was publicly
owned. Many groups traversed

See page 12
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Photo Poll

Sarah Navy

Staff Photographer

What is your favorite thing to do on a rainy day?
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“I like t0 watch movies and chill with
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— Bryce Denham
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“Sleep.”
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“On a rainy day I like to sit at home
on my sofa with the windows up
listening to the rain and reading.”
— Shaniqua Crawford

“Go for a drive.”
— Kevin Boens

“Read.”
— Casey Kollman

Members of
the Associated
Collegiate
Press

A world of worth
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“Probably stay in and watch a movie;
there’s nothing else to do.”
— Joel Peterson

Fifty shades...

continued from page 11
federal recognition over the
Tribe and threatened to deprive
Menominee people of their cultural identity. Fortunately, the tribe
won back its federal recognition
in 1973 through a long and difficult grassroots movement that
culminated with the passage of
the Menominee Restoration Act,
Public Law 93-197, on December
22, 1973.” It is only through long
term political activism that these
capitalist forces can be resisted,
as evidenced here. Indigenous
people are always in contestation
with economic expansions that
seek to infringe on their lands.
The Akimel O’otham, who
live in what we call Arizona, are
another case of capital infringing

“Do face masks while watching
Netflix.”
— Mary oludayo

“Watch documentaries.”
— Oluwatomisin Oladunjoye

on indigenous land. Their culture centers on rivers that fuel
their longstanding agricultural
systems. However, alongside U.S.
western expansion came irrigation and upstream dam projects that redirected river flow
and consequently disrupted the
Akimel O’otham lifestyle. A century of legal battles settled this
issue in favor of Akimel O’otham
water rights, though generational inequalities still highlight the
effects of these indigenous rights
abuses. The Akimel O’otham
exhibit much higher rates of
type 2 diabetes than non-native
Americans as a result of processed
foods, disrupted agriculture and
structural poverty.
More recently, the protests against the Dakota Access
Pipeline have illuminated the
conflicts between indigenous land
rights, the state and capitalists.

Energy Transfer Partners’ plans
to build the pipeline were a clear
pursuit of profit that overrode
any claims that the Standing Rock
and surrounding indigenous communities had to the land. Not only
did the company threaten their
water supply, but sacred ground
and cultural sites as well. How
did the U.S. respond? By sending
authoritarian police forces wielding water cannons, attack dogs
and riot gear. Grassroots organizations pushed back, eventually making some gains towards
delaying the pipeline’s development. Although Trump undid
all of Obama’s appeasements,
Obama took over half a year to
act on this pressing issue. Such
complacency is the status quo
under a capitalist state that continuously disrespects indigenous
land rights and imposes its logic
of private property.

ple in this world who live even
today in rural communities with
no electricity, no computers and
no things like GPAs to measure
their intelligence. But they have
value. They may not have fancy
titles or a list longer than my arm
of the number of clubs they were
in, and they may only speak one
language. But they have unique
life experiences and perspectives
they can share with me and you
that have real value and potential
for impact on our lives.
Not everyone you meet in
your life will look like your idealized image of success, whether

On the Cusp...

continued from page 11
Q: I have an antique Tiffany
lampshade. Do you want it?
A: Yes, please.
Q: I am going to give birth
some time in the middle of
November. However, if my child
is a Scorpio, I think I will die!
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that means wealth and power,
nice clothes and a house or a big
corporate job in a faraway country. But no matter how they look,
every single person you meet will
have value and worth because
they are full of their own unique
experiences, even if some may
judge them as unsuccessful ones.
Remember in life that not everything can be sorted into such neat
categories as “good” or “bad.” If
you look at people with the perspective that only fellow college
graduates with two majors and
billions of volunteer hours are
worth your time to interact with,
you are missing out on a lot. The
world is so much more than numbers, aesthetic values or societal
ratings.

What should I do?
A: This is by far the most difficult question I have ever had to
answer. The last thing you want
is for your child to be born a
Scorpio. I think your best bet is
to either convince your doctor to
induce you early or try to hold the
baby in until after Nov. 22. You
could try to bribe the doctor to
induce you, perhaps with money
or other lucrative objects. Best of
luck, and I wish you all the best.

Have a question you
want answered?
Email simone.a.levy@lawrence.edu for enlightenment

